What Factors Influence the Sustainable Tour Process in Social Media Usage? Examining a Rural Mountain Region in Pakistan
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Abstract: This research demonstrated a significant method for measuring tourist behavior in terms of social media use for rural mountain region tourism. This study proposed a quantitative method for establishing tourists' main activities during the travel process when using social media. This study is potentially unique in its application of a predominantly mathematical analysis to measure tourist intentions, which until now have been evaluated mainly on the basis of qualitative analyses. It is now possible to quantitatively measure the activities and ambitions of tourists in rural mountain region tourism. The data was collected from different respondents in the area of Gilgit-Baltistan (GB), Pakistan. The researchers visited different areas in GB and interviewed the tourists who use social media for tourism. The results of study showed that the majority of tourists are more interested in using social media at the planning stage. Thus, this study contributes to the literature in the sense that it provides a mathematical and statistical model to measure tourist intentions in sustainable rural mountain region tourism.
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1. Introduction

The main objective of this study is to provide practical and theoretical contributions for quantitatively measuring tourist behavior in rural mountain region tourism. In the literature, many studies have been conducted to measure tourist behavior and investigate the role of social media, but there is a lack of information connecting the role of social media as it relates to rural mountain region tourism. Additionally, this study is significant in that it formulates a mathematical and statistical model that uses an analytic hierarchy process model (AHP) to measure tourist intentions toward social media use at each stage of tourism; this is the first time that such a model has been used in this field.

AHP was developed as a technique for organization and analysis based on mathematics, but its application has received credit in many sectors that require complex decision-making, especially in the fields of business and social sciences [1]. More recently, AHP has also been used in complex decision-making processes that require the evaluation of several components, as well as quantitative evaluations, and evaluations regarding long-term impact and/or high stakes [2]. In some studies, AHP has been used to learn about tourist behavior directed toward finding a destination [3,4]. AHP has also been used to solve the most salient determinants in selecting a destination for tourism. However, the usage of AHP in these studies has been limited due to a focus on general tourist destinations [5]. In another study, AHP was used to learn the set of key indicators along with
weightings for tourist attractions in Taiwan, and develop a quality management self-evaluation mechanism for tourism businesses that enhanced its application [6]. Therefore, this study is potentially unique in its application of a predominantly mathematical analysis of the measurement of social media usage in the tourism process, which has thus far been evaluated mainly on the basis of qualitative analyses. In short, this study employs a method of deriving ratio scales from paired comparisons through matrices. Input can be obtained from actual measurements, such as price and weight, or from subjective opinions, such as satisfaction and preference [7]. Based on these previous studies, it is clear that the use of AHP in tourism is applicable, and most importantly, the use of AHP is very significant in measuring the ambitions of tourists within the whole tour process for a rural mountain area visit.

Subject of Innovation—What Is New in This Study?

This study is unique in nature and in its contribution to the literature, theory, and practices (namely, it is the first attempt to formulate a mathematical model using an AHP to measure tourist intentions of using social media in the tour process for rural mountain region tourism). Across the world, there are diverse ways to measure the factors affecting tourists’ attitudes toward social media usage for trips and tours [8]. It is not easy to establish factors sufficiently to measure tourists’ attitudes toward the usage of social media for choosing and using tourism goods and services. No such model can be found in any of the previous studies. Previous studies have mostly depended on qualitative tools and analysis techniques to measure factors affecting tourist behavior. In this study, the AHP model was used to measure the relative priority of these intangible issues/factors. Some researchers have used the AHP model in two phases: first, to collect information, and then to rank the data using hierarchy comparison matrices [9]. In this study, after collecting the data and establishing the factors affecting tourist attitudes toward social media usage, 40 expert respondents were invited to compare these elements/factors in the hierarchy through comparison matrices. These 40 experts were respondents/tourists who were supposed to have knowledge of this comparison technique. The respondents were asked to compare the elements with the use of social media in tourism. The AHP has been applied in previous studies for such complex decision-making situations [10]. This method uses a set of pairwise comparison matrices with a nine-point scale that shows the comparative importance of two intangible components. To construct a quantitative model, the importance of the factors was measured in a first step; then, it was divided into different layers. Finally, the tourist social media usage theory evaluation model was developed for the rural mountain region tourism process.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Social Media and Its Current Forms

Social media is a term that refers to internet-based and mobile-based online communications that help people connect and search for information as part of an online community [11]. Social media is mainly associated with user-generated content, Web 2.0, Social Networking Sites, and virtual worlds [12–14]. With the onset of social media, especially Facebook, YouTube, and WeChat, millions of people per hour began to share their views online via messaging, video sharing, and other online communication [15]. Facebook alone counts 1.06 billion monthly active users, who collectively share and upload millions of data contents per hour on a daily basis [16]. In China, there are an estimated 300 million active users of online communication on different sites [17]. To understand the evolution of current social media, an overview of the history of social media development is essential.

In 1979, Usenet was introduced by Tom Truscott and Jim Ellis at Duke University [18]. Usenet was a global online system that allowed users to publicly post their ideas online [19]. However, the current form of social media goes back two and half decades to when Bruce and Susan Abelson introduced Open Diary [20]. During the same era 20 years ago, the term “weblog” was also used and adopted widely by online users [21]. The most important period in the field was the moment when the internet...
became accessible to most people through the use of high-speed connections; this development led to the creation of two of the more famous SNSs in 2003 and 2004: Myspace and Facebook, respectively [12].

2.2. Social Media and Tourism

Much work has been conducted to discern the role of social media in rural tourism. To link social media in tourism and for rural tourism, this study discusses the different contributions by tourists and businesses that operate especially in a tourism context.

Tourism takes different directions when it comes to rural tourism, including awareness, education, social interaction, economic contributions, and social change, on the condition of local community involvement [22]. To boost rural tourism, social media is considered a first choice, with the potential for a great impact on attracting tourists [23]. Previous studies have shown a strong relationship between social media and rural tourism, where tourism has a positive impact on the social and economic conditions of rural areas [24]. Tourists mainly choose different destinations in rural regions due to social media advertisements [25].

Social media plays a vital role when searching for information and selecting a travel destination, along with tourist decision-making at all stages of a tour or trip [26]. The use of social media by consumers has enabled the tourism industry to enter a new era [27]. Due to the significant role played by social media in forming consumer attitudes toward rural tourism, many countries in the world have paid particular attention to the promotion of social media in their societies. Tourist behavior has changed completely due to the availability of social media [28]. Social media has enabled tourists to find concise information [29]. In terms of tourism, social media usage has a direct impact [30], since each tourist has specific intentions, and is looking for control over his or her activities [31]. Social media use allows tourists to control their activities [32].

Also, the rapid advancement of technology and the consumer–internet connection has brought about a revolutionary change in the tourism sector [33]. Due to the abundance of information on the internet, consumers need to be able to find relevant and sufficient information in order to make better decisions in a timely manner [34]. The availability of various web tools has made tourists independent and given them multiple alternatives in terms of choices of places to visit [35]. As to why social media is used here to measure tourist behavior, it is largely due to a sense of insecurity; these days, searching for information on websites seems risky, so tourists prefer or trust social media and other media applications more [3,36]. The greater amount of data that is available on different websites can also create problems for the optimal use of such resources [37].

Overall, this study was conducted with the view that mass media, and especially social media, can contribute to rural mountain region tourism [38]. Communities and the people who live in rural areas, and in developing countries in particular, are constantly faced with information traffic problems affecting decision-making [39]. Media communication plays the role of an agent to boost the flow of information and improve decision-making [40]. Mass media can also easily reach people in remote communities [41]. This study revealed that social media contributes directly to rural tourism in various stages that differ according to the different ways/stages in which tourists and consumers use social media.

2.3. Tourism in Rural and Mountain Regions

The term “tourism” is derived from the concept of travel outside of the existing environment [42]. Tourism may be for pleasure or for business [43]. Tourism is the actual practice of touring, including the tourism sector, which provides all of the facilities, entertainment, and accommodation for the tourists, among other things [44]. Tourism includes national and international sectors, and affects the economies of both the source and host nations [45]. In addition to the basic principles and definitions, tourism refers to the fleeting movement of the public outside of their environment, with some ambition to get information, entertainment, or economic benefit [46].
In the literature, many terms are used to describe tourists, including “travelers”, “excursionists”, and “visitors”. All of these terms justify one concept with slight differences [47]. A tourist is a person who has the special target of viewing places, capturing locations on camera, interacting with local people culturally, and experiencing local traditions through economic activities [48]. The literature states that the word “tourism” was first used in 1811, and the word “tourist” was used in 1838 [49]. A foreign tourist was defined as a person who is supposed to have stayed or traveled for at least 24 h outside of the home environment; this definition was amended by the United Nations in 1945 to include a maximum stay of six months for a foreign tourist [50].

After the 1990s, rural tourism entered into a new phase [51]. This development gave new directions to rural policy development and new roles for advancement [52]. Researchers define rural tourism in different ways, with some considering it to be green tourism, ecotourism, or farm tourism [53]. These different concepts of rural tourism also helped to spread tourism and extend its definition [54]. Some other researchers state that the different faces of tourism allow for further specification of the rural world, as well as the development of broad concepts, such as rural world and rural ecosystem [55]. With today’s busy lifestyles, rural tourism offers shelter to all kinds of people; human beings search for opportunities to escape their busy lives by spending some time in a place where they can relax and enjoy themselves [56].

There is no globally agreed-upon definition of a mountain or mountain region. Nearly all countries define mountain regions by referencing their countries’ geography and locations. A common and acceptable way to define a mountain and mountain region was proposed by the United Nations Environment World Conservation Monitoring Centre (UNEP-WCMC), which uses the GTOPO30 digital elevation model (DEM) of the United States (US) Geological Survey [57]. According to this system, mountain regions are categorized according to height calculated in meters. This definition evinces that the study area of Gilgit-Baltistan, Pakistan is entirely mountainous; therefore, tourism in Gilgit-Baltistan can be included in rural mountain region tourism [58] (Figures 1 and 2).

3. Materials and Methods

The use of social media in the tour process has become the first choice of tourists. The majority of tourists view social media as a serious decision-making tool. Based on the tourist intentions to use social media for rural mountain tourism, the following research objectives were focused:

3.1. Research Objectives

- To propose a quantitative method for determining tourist intentions when using social media in rural mountain region tourism.
- To quantitatively determine social media usage behavior at each stage of the tour process.
- To find the most important stage in which tourists use social media within the tour process.

3.2. Research Background and Rationalization of the Study Type

In the literature, it was found that most studies focused on one or more aspects of the tour process (planning, pre-trip, trip, and post-trip) to discern the function of social media, and that these studies were mainly qualitative [59]. Few previous studies focused on this issue to inform tourists of their behavior throughout the tour process. In one study, it was found that users wish to use social media in the pre-trip and post-trip stages of a tour, as well as during the tour itself, because of the trust that they place in social media [60]. In a second study, certain comprehensive details are presented to determine tourist behavior at different stages of a tour qualitatively [26]. Aside from these studies, there are some other studies that attempt to explain the use of social media in the tour process, but their applications regarding knowing a specific tour feature/step are limited. The main limitation of these studies is that they are unable to conduct quantitative investigations at all stages of a tour; namely, the first study...
only covers the pre-trip, trip, and post-trip stages [60], and the second study only presents a qualitative analysis [26].

3.3. Methods of the Study

To measure the quantitative thematic factors and formulate a mathematical model, this study was conducted on the basis of the findings within the literature and a qualitative investigation, which was conducted to discern the thematic contents preferred by tourists when using social media during all stages of tourism. The qualitative investigation enabled the researcher to discern the main themes, and provided a basis for formulating a mathematical model to quantitatively measure tourist behavior.

After conducting interviews, analyses were conducted using qualitative data analysis techniques (coding, sorting, sifting, tabulations, etc.). This stage helped the researcher to discern the themes that were highlighted by tourists at each stage of a trip (planning, pre-trip, trip, and post-trip). Table 1 shows the Excel sketch that was used to tally the main outcomes of the interviews from 124 respondents. The respondents were chosen on the basis of the cluster-based sampling method. The details regarding study target area and sampling are discussed in the following sections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Coding of Interviewee Responses.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage No.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the basis of the results of the qualitative investigation and literature review, a ranking study was conducted using the AHP model to formulate a mathematical and statistical model to measure tourist intentions toward social media usage at each stage of the trip. This model is unique and applicable to further studies and innovations. The newly formulated mathematical model also helped the researchers to discern the social media functions at each stage of a tourist’s trip, and most importantly, served as a quantitative measurement for social media functions in the traveler’s process.

3.4. Model for Evaluating Tourist Intentions in the Tour Process

In this study, after collecting the data and depicting the factors that affect tourist attitudes toward social media usage, 40 expert respondents/tourists were invited to compare these elements/factors in the hierarchy through comparison matrices. These 40 experts were respondents who were supposed
to have subject knowledge of this compression technique. First, these tourists were trained to use the AHP hierarchy through comparison matrices, and then were asked to compare the variables according to their views.

Population and Sampling of the Study

The study population belongs to the Gilgit-Baltistan area of Pakistan. Figure 1 shows the geography of the study population on the map of Pakistan.

Gilgit-Baltistan is the most well-known tourism region in Pakistan [61]. Every year, many tourists from all over the world visit this area to enjoy mountain adventures [62]. Gilgit-Baltistan borders Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province to the west, Azad Kashmir of Pakistan to the south, the Wakhan of Afghanistan to the north, the Tashkurgan (Xinjiang) region of China to the east and northeast, and Kashmir to the southeast [63].

The study sample encompasses the eight districts of Gilgit-Baltistan, Pakistan: Gilgit, Skardu, Astore, Diamer, Ghizer, Ghanchi, Hunza, and Nager. A probability cluster sampling method was used to collect the data. The whole province was divided into districts/clusters, and the data was collected accordingly.

Figure 2 shows the different districts of Gilgit-Baltistan, which covers an overall area of 72,971 km². The population of Gilgit-Baltistan [64] was estimated in 2015 to be 1,800,000. The most famous tours and tourism regions in Gilgit-Baltistan are the valleys of Naltar, Bagrote, Hunza, Ghizer, Kargah, Duikar, Hopar, Passu, and Shigar, among others [62,65]. These areas are the most well-known as national and international tourist destinations. Aside from these locations, the whole of Gilgit-Baltistan is naturally gifted with mountainous regions that are suitable for tours and tourism. Tourists are attracted to these regions by the richness of their natural resources, but they also come for a closer look at the culture and to experience other adventures, such as hunting and climbing [38,66].

![Map of Pakistan focusing on the study area](image-url)

**Figure 1.** Map of Pakistan focusing on the study area [61].
The respondents were asked to compare the elements by building indices of tourist intentions in rural mountain region tourism. The AHP has been applied in previous studies for similar, complex decision-making situations [10,67]. This method uses a set of pairwise comparison matrices with a nine-point scale that shows the comparative importance of two intangible components. To construct a quantitative model, the importance of the factors was measured in a first step, and then divided into different layers. Finally, the social media usage theory evaluation model was developed for the tourism process.

3.5. Methods to Construct the Factors/Intentions

In order to evaluate the factor/intention with the most effect on the tour process for tourists using social media, dependent and independent variables were initially defined. The tourist intention was defined as the dependent variable, while the planning, pre-trip, trip, and post-trip stages were defined as independent variables and treated as mid-level factors in the indices for AHP modeling. To measure each independent variable, sub-constructs were defined and treated as low-level factors in the AHP model, as explained here.

3.5.1. Explanation of the Constructs and Concepts

- Planning stage (Y1)

  Social media use at the planning stage may consist of collecting information on tourism, looking at other people’s comments about a place, and calculating a budget. The qualitative study and previous literature showed that consumers are very interested in checking their peers’ comments about a trip. This type of search provides in-depth knowledge and insight on a destination [59,68].
• Pre-trip stage (Y2)
  
  The literature review and qualitative study results showed that at this stage, the main intentions
  of tourists are to find friends with whom they can collaborate, manage trip affairs, book tickets,
  and purchase goods and services for the trip [59].

• During the trip stage (Y3)
  
  The use of social media during the trip is very interesting. Tourists show insight in using social
  media throughout the trip through user-generated contents [69]. The main activities undertaken by
  tourists at this stage include: self-expression, selecting the best options, entertainment, and keeping in
  touch with family and friends [59]. During the trip, tourists enjoy sharing photos and new experiences
  with their families and travel companions [38,70].

• Post-trip stage (Y4)
  
  An interesting use of social media by tourists occurs at the end of the trip. The main activities
  performed by tourists using social media at the end of the trip include: keeping in touch with travel
  companions, evaluating past consumption, relating trip adventures, and recalling memories [59].

3.5.2. Calculation of Keys and Elements

(1) Dependent variable level
  
    • Tourist intentions (X)

(2) Independent variables (mid-level)
  
    • Planning stage (Y1)
    • Pre-trip stage (Y2)
    • During the trip stage (Y3)
    • Post-trip stage (Y4)

(3) Low-level factors
  
    • Searching for information (Z1)
    • Looking at other people’s comments about a tour (Z2)
    • Calculating the budget for the trip (Z3)
    • Finding and collaborating with travel party members (Z4)
    • Handling trip departure issues (Z5)
    • Booking tickets and making purchases (Z6)
    • Self-expression (Z7)
    • Selecting the best options (Z8)
    • Entertainment (Z9)
    • Keeping in touch with family and friends (Z10)
    • Keeping in touch with travel party members (Z11)
    • Evaluating past consumption (Z12)
    • Relating trip adventures (Z13)
    • Recalling memories (Z14)

4. Analytic Hierarchy Process

For ranking and comparing the matrices, the AHP method was used. A total of 40 trained
respondents were invited to rank the factors using a nine-point scale method. Table 2 shows the
association of i and j, which clears the nine-point scale method.
Table 2. Resultant Matrix Scale and Ranking Techniques for Judgment Scale Matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Aij</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>i and j are equally important</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>i is a little more important than j</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>i is obviously more important than i</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>i is much more important than j</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>i is very much more important than j</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>i is a little less important than j</td>
<td>1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>i is obviously less important than j</td>
<td>1/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>i is much less important than j</td>
<td>1/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>i is very much less important than j</td>
<td>1/9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Construct Judgment Matrices

After taking the average of 40 experts’ score, the matrices were constructed as follows:

(1) Resultant matrix of Z1, Z2, and Z3 with respect Y1 (planning stage)

\[ d_1 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \frac{51}{4} & \frac{54}{8} \\ \frac{51}{4} & 1 & 5 \\ \frac{54}{8} & 1 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \]

(2) Resultant matrix of Z4, Z5, and Z6 with respect to Y2 (pre-trip stage)

\[ d_2 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 5 & \frac{52}{4} \\ \frac{52}{4} & 1 & \frac{42}{9} \\ \frac{42}{9} & \frac{42}{9} & 1 \end{bmatrix} \]

(3) Resultant matrix of Z7, Z8, Z9, and Z10 with respect to Y3 (during the trip)

\[ d_3 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \frac{61}{5} & \frac{54}{3} & \frac{45}{3} \\ \frac{61}{5} & 1 & 6 & \frac{53}{7} \\ \frac{54}{3} & \frac{61}{5} & 1 & \frac{51}{4} \\ \frac{45}{3} & \frac{45}{3} & \frac{53}{7} & 1 \end{bmatrix} \]

(4) Resultant matrix of Z11, Z12, Z13, and Z14 with respect to Y4 (the post-trip)

\[ d_4 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 6 & \frac{51}{2} & \frac{47}{8} \\ \frac{51}{2} & 1 & 5 & \frac{52}{6} \\ \frac{47}{8} & \frac{51}{2} & 1 & \frac{51}{9} \\ \frac{47}{8} & \frac{47}{8} & \frac{51}{9} & 1 \end{bmatrix} \]

(5) Resultant matrix of Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4 with respect to X (the entire trip)

\[ d_5 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \frac{53}{6} & \frac{53}{5} & \frac{55}{4} \\ \frac{53}{6} & 1 & \frac{53}{4} & \frac{53}{3} \\ \frac{53}{5} & \frac{53}{4} & 1 & \frac{53}{2} \\ \frac{55}{4} & \frac{53}{3} & \frac{53}{2} & 1 \end{bmatrix} \]

4.2. Reliability and Consistency of the Study

The calculations for the ordering vector of every eigenvector, W, corresponding to its maximum distinctive root, \( \lambda_{max} \), are based on the following criteria.
(i) Equation to measure the resultant matrix geometric mean of all of the elements of each row

\[ W' = (W'_1, W'_2, W'_3, \ldots, W'_n) = \left( \sqrt[n]{\prod_{j=1}^{n} a_{1j}}, \sqrt[n]{\prod_{j=1}^{n} a_{2j}}, \ldots, \sqrt[n]{\prod_{j=1}^{n} a_{nj}} \right)^T \]

(ii) For standardization of each element of the vector \( W'W = (w_1, w_2, w_3, \ldots, w_n)^T = \)

\[ \left( \frac{w'_1}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w'_1}, \frac{w'_2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w'_2}, \ldots, \frac{w'_n}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w'_n} \right)^T \]

(iii) Calculation of maximum eigenvalue \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \). The resultant matrix = \( \lambda_{\text{max}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (AW)_{ii} \frac{(AW)_{ii}}{n} \)

(4.3) Consistency check index toward resultant matrix validity check

\[ CI = \frac{\lambda_{\text{max}} - n}{n - 1} \]

(iv) Consistency check index toward resultant matrix validity check

\[ CR = \frac{CI}{RI} (n \geq 2) \]

Through the above equations and by using the calculations of the results of the study, the consistency can be checked. The matrix will be consistent and valid if \( CR < 0.10 \). Table 3 presents the average consistency index random values that also depict the differences conferred to the various orders of the matrix [71]. The comparison matrix values were entered into MATLAB to see the difference in the result of the numerical computation of the eigenvalue and eigenvector value compared with the results of this study. Following the AHP method, the researcher measured the consistency ratio values for every judgment matrix; it was confirmed that all of the judgment matrices fulfill the consistency check, and the results are reliable for further decision-making.

Table 3. Average Consistency Index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Source, Thomas L. [71].

4.3. Theoretical Evaluation Models for Social Media Usage in Tourism Process

Following on from previous literature with similar studies, the mathematical equations has been developed [2]. Based on the impact values and factor levels, the mathematical equation for calculating tourist intentions was composed as:

Set \( t^3_i (=1, 2, \ldots, 14) \) is the final point for 14 factors.

\[ w_{ij}^3, w_{ij}^1 (i = 1, 2 \ldots m; \ j = 1, 2, \ldots, n) \]
Using this formula, if the relative impact value of \( i \) in the middle or lowest level is compared to \( i \) in this level, and \( m \) are \( n \) are the total number of factors in this level and the level beneath it, respectively, then the score of the \( k \)th level relative to \((k + 1)\)th level can be computed as:

\[
t^k_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w^k_{ij} t^k_j \quad (k = 3, 2, 1; i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots m)
\] (1)

After calculating the values for every level/stage of tourism, the following model can be used to measure the overall tourists’ tour intentions in rural mountain tourism:

\[
W = \frac{1}{10} \sum_{i=1}^{3} t^1_i \times 100\% \quad (2)
\]

Here

\[ t^1_1, t^1_2, t^1_3, t^1_4 \]

Stands for the ranking values for the planning stage (Y1), pre-trip stage (Y2), trip stage (Y3), and post-trip stage (Y4) relative to tourist intentions toward rural mountain region tourism. \( W \) is the total score of tourist intentions toward a specified rural mountain region tour.

5. Final Decisions by Positioning the Factors with Impact Values

By compiling the survey results and computed values, the factors that were supposed to influence tourist intentions in the planning, pre-trip, trip, and post-trip stages were ranked. Tables 4–8 show the ranking results that were calculated based on the previous results of weighted results. These tabulated values are further used in the final decision-making process.

Table 4. Final Decision Impacting Values for Planning Stage of the Tour Process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Using Social Media in Planning Stage</th>
<th>Impact Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To search for information on tourist destinations</td>
<td>0.7984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking at other people’s comments about a tour</td>
<td>0.1473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To calculate the budget for the trip</td>
<td>0.0544</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Final Decision Impacting Values for Pre-Trip Stage of the Tour Process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Using Social Media in Pre-Trip Stage</th>
<th>Impact Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To find and collaborate with travel party members</td>
<td>0.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To handle trip departure issues</td>
<td>0.1566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To book tickets and make purchases</td>
<td>0.0324</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Final Decision Impacting Values for Trip Stage of the Tour Process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Using Social Media during the Trip</th>
<th>Impact Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For self-expression</td>
<td>0.5838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To select the best options</td>
<td>0.2511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For entertainment</td>
<td>0.1207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To keep in touch with family and friends</td>
<td>0.0444</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7. Final Decision Impacting Values after a Mountain Region Trip.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Using Social Media after a Mountain Region Trip</th>
<th>Impact Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To keep in touch with travel party members</td>
<td>0.5744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To evaluate past consumption</td>
<td>0.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To relate trip adventures</td>
<td>0.1117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To recall memories</td>
<td>0.0549</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Final Decision Impacting Values for Tourist Intentions Overall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Impact Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning stage (Y1)</td>
<td>0.482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-trip stage (Y2)</td>
<td>0.2286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trip stage (Y3)</td>
<td>0.2444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trip stage (Y4)</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows the impacting values for the variables/activities of tourists in the planning stage of the tour process for rural mountain region tourism. The results reveal that the factor with the most impact on the planning stage of the tour process has a value of 0.7984, thereby showing that a majority of tourists want to use social media in the planning stage of their rural mountain region tour for information collection regarding tourism.

Table 5 shows the most impactful activity of tourists when using social media in the pre-trip stage of the tour process. The results reveal that in the pre-trip stage, a majority of tourists want to use social media to find and collaborate with travel party members (responded: 0.811).

Table 6 shows the social media behavior of tourists during the tour process while visiting the destinations. The results indicate that a majority of tourists want to use social media during the tour for self-expression (responded: 0.5838).

Table 7 shows the behavior of tourists when using social media after completing a rural mountain region tour. The results show that a majority of tourists want to use social media to keep in touch with travel party members after the trip (responded: 0.5744).

Table 8 shows the responses of tourists toward social media use throughout the entire process of tourism. The results show that 48.2% of tourists are of the view that they want to use social media in the planning stage of the tour; 22.86% want to use social media in the pre-trip stage of the tour before departure, 24.44% want to use social media during the trip, and only 4.5% want to use social media after completing the tour process.

6. Conclusions and Future Study

It is now possible to quantitatively measure tourist intentions to use social media in the tourism process, which was previously measured only by qualitative techniques. In this study, the ranking and weights of the matrices show that tourists use social media more in the planning stage of rural mountain region tourism (results of Table 8). The use of social media overall in rural mountain region tourism was very interesting through a quantitative study, since tourists like to use social media at rates of 48.2% in the planning stage, 22.86% in the pre-trip stage, 24.44% during the trip, and 4.5% after the trip. Therefore, this study contributes to the literature in the sense that it provides a mathematical and statistical equation/model to measure tourist intentions to use social media in the rural mountain region tour process. Future studies may be conducted to discern details about any stage of the tourism process, and tourist behavior can now be measured using a quantitative method. It is recommended that tourism-related agencies, whether they are government or private, should focus on the planning stage of tourism to influence tourist behavior toward rural mountain region tourism. Following on from previous literature that uses AHP, the mathematical models presented here can also be used for further measurement of the tourist intentions for a rural mountain region tourism [2].
In this study, four stages of using social media for rural mountain region tourism were discussed: the planning stage, pre-trip stage, during the trip stage, and post-trip stage. In all four stages of the trip, tourists used social media to handle trip affairs while touring rural mountain regions. The researcher attempted to establish the behavior of the tourists, and found that a majority mainly use social media in the planning stage of their rural mountain region trips.

These results also have a link to the existing literature in which some different results were found. In the literature, the researcher found that tourists residing in former Soviet Union republics used social media predominantly during the post-trip stage for sharing experiences and photos with friends and tour partners [72], while in this study, the results showed that only 4.5% of tourists wanted to use social media at the end of their trip.

Concerning the real situation in the tourism sector of Gilgit-Baltistan, Pakistan, there are many communication difficulties that tourists face while exploring these locations. Over the past few years, tourists have faced difficulties in booking hotel rooms when they arrive at their destinations [73]. The majority of hotels do not have online websites to provide suitable information for tourists in advance [74]. In another study, some researchers found that the inflow of international tourists to Gilgit-Baltistan was associated with regional and international festivals, as well as the current law and order in the country and region [75].

Based on the current situation in Gilgit-Baltistan and the links between the results of previous studies and the current study conducted by the researchers, it is recommended that the communication system of the region be updated, and all of the sources of information and advertisement for the promotion of tourism be made faster. Tourists will be more motivated if reliable online information is communicated on time. Another implication of these findings is for media, advertisers, and business operators involved with the tourism sector. These groups should focus on the planning stage of tourism if they want to attract tourists via social media.

The study largely focused on the local tourists who used social media and were motivated to visit a rural region; future research may include foreign tourists to achieve results with more generalizability. This study introduced the AHP model as a predictor of the tourist tour process. Future studies may be conducted to determine the details of any stage of the tourism process by quantitatively measuring tourist behavior.
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